Zilvinas Beliauskas

ARE THERE CHANCES TO BRING THE TWO COASTS CLOSER?

There is Karlson, who lives on the roof. This truth is known by almost
Every Lithuanian kid. And he learned it from a Russian cartoon with
Lithuanian sound. It is a bit more difficult to tell the dislocation
of the roof.

The fact that Sweden exists is found in many cases during holidays,
when swimming in the sea, somebody from grown-ups would drop a phrase:
"You know, there's Sweden across the sea". "What Sweden?" - would
follow a question. "Well, how to tell. Karlson lives there." "Woo!
Really?! Let's go there!" "No, we can't." "Why?". "Because of
boarders. They are guarded by armed soldiers. And they shoot if
someone is trying to float over the sea. There were such cases".

So it is better not to get involved in such dangerous things at least
now, especially when you are five or six and there are plenty of
interesting things to do just in your yard. We'll try a raft latter.
Necessarily.

Latter there come knowledge of a Swedish hockey team which seems to
be playing well but still not enough to beat the Russians and for
several years preventing the Checkoslovakians from winning the gold
instead of the Soviets in the beginning of seventies. Yes, and there
is still a saying alive: "Beaten like a Swede at Poltava".

And these wisdoms could remain the basic facts may be associated with
another scattered smaller news concerning Sweden for quite a period
of time for the generation of the seventies in Lithuania. Something
would be memorised for a while during geography classes, ABBA would
appear saying about Sweden as much as the Rolling Stones, you would
hear that Swedes have caught a Russian submarine between the rocks of
their coast on buzzing with blocking noises "Voice of America" radio
and in the evening may be you happen to go to a performance of "The
Wild Duck" by Ibsen in a drama theatre.

Also if you had got brave enough parents to enlighten you with an
information which actually though being true, could bring only
troubles to you if used openly, you could find out that contrary to
America, Canada or Australia nearly nobody has relatives in Sweden.
Why? Because Swedish government of those times turned the refugees
from Lithuania after the Second World War back to the hands of the
Soviets and possible Swedish relatives laid their bones in fertile and
acceptive Siberian soil. Why have they turned them back? Because they
are neutral. As Lithuanian saying goes: "Not my kitchen-garden, not
my beans". Well, it can be understood that neutrality is to be saved
somehow and it is not capable to stand against the mighty Stalinist
monster. The gold belonging to the interwar Republic of Lithuania went
from the Swedish banks to the old-new hosts and "liberators" of
Lithuania from "the capitalist exploitation". "Not my beans".

But this kind of awareness was rather casual or accidental and it
didn't bother the young minds a lot. There was another evidence coming
through media, that "the rotten West" has stepped into another stage
of its disintegration by means of so called sexual revolution and
pornography. And Sweden is the cradle of it.

Yeah! That's thing, a substantial part of adolescents and high school
freshmen would say, not during a comsomol meeting of course. Sex,
drugs and rock'n'roll sound very attractive. Especially when so
despised and altogether forbidden completely by these fat and red
faced Party bosses with all their eunuch looking ass lickers (a common
name for submissive flattering and obedience).

So, naked chicks and public houses, porno movies must be on every step
in Sweden. We appreciate it, we want it; at least a little bit of it -
 just to glance, just to touch or to smell it - the majority of
youngsters would say, especially that not caring about the gold and
refugees. That's why it is so impressing to see somebody's TV set in
a resort town Palanga on the cost of the Baltic sea producing unclear
pictures without sound broadcasted all the way from sweet Sweden with
the help of special antennas constructed. But no pornography. Must be
the timing is bad.

It is strange, but the Soviet media, cursing every day bloody America
and the rest of capitalist world, kept nearly completely silent
towards Scandinavia, thus not giving a chance to pick up at least bare
facts behind a severe critics. May be because of the same neutrality
or because of kind of socialist relatives ruling Sweden.

The principle was strict and very seldom overstepped - about the West
only bad things or nothing. By that principle the possibility to learn
about the sexual revolution was provided. I am talking about the very
general level of familiarity with Sweden and may be exaggerating a
bit, but I don't think it is very far away from the genuine state of
things in the 70-ties and 80-ties.

Of course there were those who due to their professional or personal
interests knew much more about so to say one of their neighbours
beyond the iron curtain. There was even a course of Swedish language
in Vilnius University. Not obligatory for anybody and attended by few
students. Also the fact that intellectuals were fond not without a
touch of snobbism of Ingmar Bergman movies not always though having
had a possibility to see the most of them, stories told to kids by a
librarian in the National Library about Astrid Lindgren's world and
there beloved Merry Poppins or Pepe the Long Sock could not change or
improve substantially the reception of Swedish idea, which simply was
not present. All the mentioned names and other signs originating from
Sweden and reaching Lithuania were rather seen as belonging to that
amalgamated foreign unreachable West.

Talking generally and especially about a current situation not the
history learned during history classes, Sweden remained not very much
closer as New Zealand despite the awareness of its geographical
closeness. There was no way for any kind of cultural (there can't be
talks about economic at all) gravitational force to be acting in the
Lithuanian context.

Germany, France, England and America used to have a much more clearly
defined and still more present living image, though it was perverted
a lot as well. Is it changing? Definitely yes. To a very substantial
degree? Definitely not. One can notice a nice Volvo truck with
unfamiliar numbers and very probably from Sweden, even meet a real
Swede or a whole group in a street and have a chance to find out that
their speech sounds like no one other, see a report on Sweden made by
Lithuanian journalists, come across articles in papers informing that
Swedes and the Swedish government itself cares about Lithuania very
much. And very often that concern comes from the fact that a nuclear
power station very much like in Chernobyl is operating on the
Lithuanian territory. Or that several plants and towns literally
poison the Baltic sea because of lack of cleaning stations and
equipment.

That's very well understandable. You can hear about help coming to
farmers, medical institutions, charities, as if business contacts as
well. And sure there is something what could be called cultural and
scientific exchange. Mostly in such a way that students go to Upsala
and professors come to Lithuania to give their expertise or some
lectures on one or another matter and it also comes up in the form of
charity and help.

You can hear about exchange of visitors, contacts, exhibitions, but
still the truth is that the majority only hear and very often even not
that. These contacts, visits etc. remain lucky exceptions, but not a
kind of a regular, reachable and traditional things. At least for the
moment being. The list of Lithuanian-Swedish joint projects in
different areas comprise 13 pages and of course only those who are
involved directly have more clear ideas and knowledge about them and
it is natural.

Business contacts can't escape communication and communication can't
escape an involuntary exchange of cultural values. So they are very
important not only because of their direct deals. But if we consider
some improvement and intensification of artistic, literary and namely
cultural exchange should they be somehow established, stimulated and
promoted in a particular way? Usually very few would disagree and
general answer is yes. There are always discussions how and in what
ways it should be done, where to find funds, how to establish contacts
etc. But are the both countries ready to move from the point which is
still pretty far from being really alive and promising.

What concerns Lithuania, in few recent years it became a banality,
that this newly reappeared country along with the majority of the rest
of former Eastern Block is experiencing hard times. Even some Swedes
met in a street or in a pub heard something about it.

As lecturers and analysts say, Lithuania is in a state of transition.
What transition? Of course from totalitarianism to democracy and free-
market economy. But nobody expected that transition to be as hard,
unpredicted in very many aspects and meanwhile without many hopes to
be successfully ended in tangible future. It is widely considered that
cultural, spiritual, moral and patriotic factors were decisive during
the "singing revolution", proclaimed by intellectual leaders and so
firmly sheared by people, by the totality of nation with the
exceptions of some feeble minded communist fanatics and those who due
to their openly Russian pro imperialistic views could not accept the
idea of an independent Lithuanian state completely and even
aggressively.

Where are those values now, once being able to collect hundreds of
thousands to a peaceful and really singing meeting in support of
another step towards freedom? The answer, as Bob Dylan used to sing,
is blowing in the wind. As a matter of fact, philosophers, some
journalists, politicians and others are making attempts to analyse the
processes, to find explanations and ways out, but their voices in most
cases just join the common choir of debates and quarrels or at least
are hardly excluded from it and perhaps the true answers will come
only when hopefully so called and actually observed crises gonna end.

Will they be real answers or just acceptable explanations inescabably
covering and recovering past decades and centuries God knows. But now
an ordinary man is at a complete loss how come, that such crowds and
everybody were so in tune, so inspired, so moved by high ideals that
there was no place between another next to him for envy, hatred,
suspicion, slightest idea of cruelty or greediness.

What greediness could make barehanded crowds to stand in a silent
protest and non-violent protection against roaring Soviet tanks
attacking TV station and TV tower? Were they experts of and conscious
realisators of Ghandi ideas and teachings? Of course most of them
hardly heard the name. I am not exaggerating. Perhaps it is impossible
to convey everything in words, because something really mystical
seemed to be present in the air when such a unanimity and good will
was overwhelming thousands and thousands and with the help of
invisible ties even millions, especially if to be aware of Latvia and
Estonia, making the same steps at the same time.

One of the most popular slogans and motifs of speeches during the
first numerous Popular Front (Sajudis) meetings was "For the Liberty
of Yours and Ours" coming from 1968 Prague Spring. Foreigners and a
little bit less but people themselves used to be astonished that
between three hundred thousand nobody even smells bear or ten of
thousands cars drive occupying both left and right lanes of a highway,
drive to join hands in a live chain from Tallinn to Vilnius, they
drive a car at a car, it's hard to make way through, to find a place
to park and there were only two minor accidents causing small
scratches. Unbelievable for Lithuania.

And the whole mood of unity, mutual respect and silent understanding!
It seemed there's no place for evil left between each other as during
a public audience to the Pope for Catholics when you can assume
yourself being at the closest point to God in a physical sense.
Everything what was happening could be read or interpreted very
plainly - we are deprived from freedom, but we long for it and we are
ready for it and it is the only obstacle for our happiness and
flourishing! We want freedom in a peaceful, democratic and legal way.

And now. What is happening now? These euphoric days seem like a fair
dream which is gone with the wind altogether. Everyday papers and all
the media throw into your face tons of dirt flooding you with new and
new facts and evidence on corruption, violence economic fall down. The
squabbles of political parties makes sick everybody and it is a
complete loss to fish out who is right and who is wrong, who is a
lesser liar from the opposites.

It seems a common fact that as long as anybody gets closer to power
it doesn't take long for him to become involved into protectionism,
seek for personal profits, bribery, corruption and worse. Some who
look like being really honest turn out to be incompetent in their
areas and that's why manipulated by those who are smarter and bolder.
Racketeering, shootings, murders in cold blood, explosions, stealing,
torturing, blackmailing, rapes.

You can't escape the news by giving up papers or television. Rumours
and talks will follow you in a street, store, office. Again that
dichotomy us-people and them-power, us- poor and them-rich is present.
Rich those who are in illegal business, because there are no legal
grounds for legal and successful business that's why when doing
something privately you are supposed to look for ways around law, to
bribe the same corrupted authorities which are interested in not
providing normal conditions, because they would loose possibility to
administrate according to their preferences and to warm hands on it.

You are supposed to bribe officials, police, customs, firemen
inspection, environment inspection etc. and to pay tribute to
racketeering. And some are very very successful in these
preoccupations, they made very quick money, they pass by in luxury
cars, the best restaurants and clubs are their territory, they can
throw their money to the left and to the right surprising even wealthy
people in Western countries.

The whole practice, everything you see, hear and read as if suggest
unanimously: it makes no sense to be honest, to work hard, to have
pity, to be altruistic - oh, it is a quite another opera. Some call
it the wildest form of capitalism. Perhaps it could be a right name,
but only if to admit that there's a form of capitalism presupposing
the maintenance of law when it is useful to destroy your enemies.

So a common man, factory worker combines quickly the new teachings of
practice and reality with the stealing habits inherited from socialist
Soviet times and it adds some new energy to these inclinations,
especially when police and security services experience the same
general malfunctioning. In such a way some factories and enterprises
stand nearly with bare walls and machinery which is too heavy and too
inexpensive to be taken away.

Paradoxically enough such plants are not nor closed, nor on bankrupt
yet. Thus they serve two purposes: since they are state supported it
means that their workers still get some tiny salary and add to the
figures of hidden unemployment, but that prevents them from taking to
the streets, especially if not everything is stolen yet or it is
possible to use the equipment for personal-private production during
official working hours, and on the other hand the time has to pass
until with the help of those who run the plant it will be devastated
to zero and then the building and territory will be privatised for
several cents by those who again run it now and have their upper hand
in ministries to carry on with the state support for time being.
Lithuania was considered one of the pioneers in the peaceful fight
against the totalitarian Soviet regime, but it was also one of the
pioneers in electing freely the former communists to power.

These former communists on every possible occasion hurry to declare
that they are not communists any more, but "a party with a social
democratic orientation". Their critics from the left say that this
party on the contrary is serving the interests huge capital, since
many of them are related to various successful businesses on grounds
of already successfully privatised state capital and other critics say
that it is not a party at all, but a group of former well to do
friends. There are reasonable opinions that the "communist aftermath"
has got its chance not because people voted for them, but because they
voted against the previous forces in power since it was then when the
economic fall started, but now it is not stopped, but it is still
getting worse and especially due to inability to give or create
bearable conditions to private initiative.

Just one statistically confirmed indication psychologists marvel at:
the figures of suicides, especially in rural areas has increased as
never before. Many analysts and still politicised part of society
search for reasons of that prolonged stagnation and fall down. I've
mentioned that this looking for answers is quite painful because none
of them seem to provide any quick remedy. I will mention some of the
basic topics discussed.

The general Soviet industrial inheritance is obviously very poor, old,
in need of investment etc. In many cases everything is to be started
anew. But that start doesn't happen. The inner reasons are qualified
as an incompetent and unwise internal policy, party scandals,
corruption and so on. But are we really so illiterate, short-sighted
and unperspective.

There are opinions that some other forces help us to be such. Some
scandals and delays really are unexplainable. Like the one with still
not finished discussion on where namely an oil terminal in the sea is
to be built. The terminal is said to be vital for Lithuanian economy
since it would open a possibility not to be dependant on Russian oil
exclusively and would let to get rid from the dictate of Russian
companies which actually work not on business principles, but help to
realise certain political pressure as during the months of blockade
after Lithuania declared independence on March 11, 1990.

When following the terminal discussion one could start thinking that
if I am not a paranoiac somebody should be very interested in all that
fuss and continuous postponing. And nobody heard about Russian
intelligence services to be sort of reduced or reorganised. Linking
that knowledge to the open economic and political pressure from the
side of Russia very many people tend to think that a great deal of
internal political and economical inefficacy in decision making can
be related to all possible means used by the great neighbour in "close
abroad" as they irritatingly carry on calling us as if giving to know
that soon we might become even more closer.

Another delicate issue is very close to the above mentioned fears. It
is not a secret that KGB used to have a wide spread network of their
agents and informers - collaborators in all spheres of life. The lists
which are available now have become already the object and tool of
political fighting between different political forces having different
opinions how should they be used and treated. It is a theme for a
particular study, report or book. Many scandals took place concerning
coming up facts about high present or recent day officials having had
bigger or lesser deals with that monstrous organisation. Since it is
too vast a problem to present it in full scale and more or less
objectively, I will use just two cases as examples illustrating the
state of things.

One case is very well known for Lithuanian population, another -
unknown completely except those involved in still secret handling of
that matter, but well known for me. So the first is about a well known
translator, member of Writers Union, a MP of the cadence which has
declared the Independence as for what they had been elected to. When
he started to become more and more radical and tough towards
communists and former and may be present day collaborators (he was an
initiator of a lust ration law which never passed the voting in the
Parliament) all of a sudden the evidence that he himself was a KGB
agent sprang trough papers. And really there appeared copies of sheets
of paper where in his hand was written something for KGB. The content
of these scriptures said that such and such colleague of his is a good
man, doesn't drink a lot and takes care of his family and it really
is not dangerous that he would go abroad.

Another paper informed about the author's visit to England and
contained mostly dry information on persons met or contacted there.
For every one who had been somehow directly or indirectly regulated,
interrogated, threatened and so on by KGB it was absolutely obvious
that the man as him being known as a talented one, maintaining
contacts with some former well known dissidents like J. Brodsky ,
T.Venclova and others it was impossible to escape interrogations,
persuasions and pressure.

So he did that fault (is it really a fault there are various opinions)
and has written these several papers trying to get rid of KGB guys and
not a word giving them about anything that could cause damage to his
friends, acquaintances and whoever. Nevertheless he was ruined
politically completely not without personal sufferings one could
guess. Some papers were tearing him to pieces literally.

At the same time some other high political officials were made to
admit that they also "were giving consultations to that organisation"
but mostly trying to influence them in a positive way and thus helping
society etc. And nothing happened. On a certain day the same papers
would shut up as if nothing had even been mentioned about that person.
So the targeting is likely selective. And the other case I have
promised is partially related to my personal experience.
	
Since my mother was twice political prisoner and for the second time
she was jailed in 1982, I couldn't escape meetings with KGB officers
at first during interrogations and later just for a chance to extract
information and supposedly to maintain keeping in fear and letting to
know that you can't escape them and they are the masters of the
situation and to a certain degree it was true. So there was a young
officer as if attached to me, who would tell me to come to him and he
would talk to you or involve you into a conversation. I remember him
talking as if in a friendly manner, but thus causing even bigger
internal shivering in me, that they won't stand any similar tricks
like my mothers and so on and alike.

Now, already after the Declaration of Independence I see his face on
TV and I find out that he is somewhat in charge of the legal side of
the privatisation of state owned objects. Last year I pull up my car
at the National Library and see that the next car parking to me is
driven by the same guy. And I have an immediate idea to talk to him
and to look up into his face and how he feels. I pretend digging for
something in the car, so he does as well.

But finally we stand one against another and I am asking, how is he
doing. He says, well, you know, I can't expect anything when having
such a past, but still I am a lawyer by education and, yes, I work in
the Ministry of Justice, yes, I am the director of the Law Department.
I think, these cases of the translator and former(?) KGB officer are
very informative.

There are other said to be facts or indications that maps very
different from official ones exist in the hands of those who act
according to these maps and it is not quite clear which ones reflect
the more truthful state of things. I mean that papers also write that
for quite a period Lithuanian territory belongs to certain
international criminal groups and those who dig too deeply into it
sometimes get shot, like journalist Vitas Lingys.

All these facts and glimpses do not answer the question why the
multifold crisis is not overcome, but I believe it contributes to the
set of reasons and effects and the other way round. I didn't consider
as my goal to give an exhaustive picture or analysis of Lithuanian
economical-political inner and foreign policies. I'm touching upon
several phenomena which might be informative when trying to imagine
Lithuania as a subject of communication or to imagine the context of
individual subjects of communication.

I've sketched only one, the negative side of life which might be like
dominating now and opinion polls about the political mood reflect it.
But it is not a total picture and we still hope that sometime it is
gonna change. Not everybody is completely bewildered and passive in
the face of all difficulties. And the matters of art, literature and
culture are not forgotten, but they undergo the same period of
transition which has its own peculiarities as long as the spheres
themselves have their special traits differentiating them from other
social and whatever processes.

Free market has busted into culture bringing Hollywood movies,
Shwarzneger, cheap detectives and horror. Pornography at last as well.
But as a positive thing could be considered the fact that the
consumption of such products very quickly find its stable number and
it is not as high as predicted initially. Of course, those spheres
which will always need state support like reconstruction of old town,
monuments, libraries, serious cultural and literary magazines cry out
their SOS.

But on the other hand while many poets were very sad that the state
will not cover the expenses of their books published, somehow the
number of various poetry books last year was much higher than during
golden Breznev era used to be. It is hard for theatres to make ends
meet, but sometimes it is the best decision to dispel a theatre and
to let the actors who manage to reappear in another troupes and units.
Naturally, the processes cause personal tragedies and sufferings, but
there are signs that everything is crystallising itself to a positive
direction. And what a God's grace the liberation from paying tribute
(kind of racketeering) to the ideology is. But again it is a tragedy
for that may be aged writer who has gained the name of a classic on
it.

It is surprising, but despite loud cries out for help and total
cursing of hard times, we never before had so many famous names,
orchestras, festivals as during last recent years. The international
LIFE theatre festival has brought such a bunch of world leading
troupes. And as far away as Japan and Sweden. So what about Sweden in
the face of the fact that cultural communication is still far from
being intensive or normal as I would dare say.

How can Lithuania attract Swedes to turn to it? Why is it necessary?
The simplest answer would be that it is useful. As Lithuanian - French
semioticien puts it in his article "Contrat du veridiction" in
communication you exchange your ideas with the subject of
communication. But the marvellous thing about that exchange is that
in this way you don't lose the one you had and acquire another you
didn't have before. Two instead of one.

If that doesn't work may be it would make sense to seduce Swedes to
start their cultural expansion as long as they've got a chance. To
bring in their language, a bit of traditions, culture and on the whole
familiarity and then it would be possible to consider Lithuania as
partly theirs. I believe Lithuanians wouldn't mind it at all because
it would create only healthy balance between American, German, French,
Russian, Polish and other influences.

Four year ago, when I was getting ready to fly the US, my four years
old son then found out that the plane is going to fly above Stockholm
as well. And he was very anxious to write a letter for Karlson and to
give it to me in odder to throw through the window of the plane when
passing by Stockholm. Yes, he was nearly weeping and rubbing his hand
into hand as he does when being exited. "And what are you going to
write to Karlson?",- asked I. "I want him to come to visit me as a
guest",- followed the answer. Will ever Karlson go to Lithuania? Who
knows.�

